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To: Bob-Bailey 
Gary Butts - APG 
Dave Christensen - APG 
Mike Clark - APG -
Burrell Smith 

Date: August 20, 1984 

From: Peter Ashkin 

Subj: Front Desk Bus - An Alternative Proposal 

To make the "Front Desk Bus" a more fleiible and powerful interface, I 
believe that it should have the following properties: 

1. The bus shall be bidirectional. [An input only bus is too 
restrictive.) 

2. Each device on the bus has a unique address. For 
practical purposed the address range should be 0 - 15. Some of these 
addresses may be reserved for broadcasting universal messages. (This 
seems like a sane number of devices, particularly since there eiists today 
only three devices; keyboard, keypad and mouse.) 

3. . All messages on the bus shall be filed length. (This 
facilitates the decoding of commands by devices of limited intelligence.) 

4. Only one rdevice at a time can be "bus master". This 
ability can be relinquished, and another device can assume bus mastership. 
(Usually the host will be the bus master, but the interface should not 
preclude a future device which may master the bus. Also, by having an 
undisputed bus master, there are no bus contention problems.) 

5. There shall be a limited number of commands. 
Commands should be broken into two groups, basic commands (T AL~ and 
LISTBN) which all devices on the bus shall understand; and advanced 
commands which only intelligent devices (as appropriate) should 
understand. (This makes the command interpreter, be it hardware or 
software, simple. It also allows more comple1 devices to used some of the 
"fancier" teatures of the bus.) 

6. There shall be only one active talker on the bus at any 
time, this may be the host or a remote device. (When a new device is 
commanded to T ALl, an old device that was addressed to T ALl is 
"untalked".) 
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7. Bus must accept devices that talk at different speeds. 
The host, -at-a· minimum, must be able to listen at various speeds. (This 
implies that the data on the bus must be 11se1f-clocked... By not rigidly 
filing the speed of transmission, the bus does not need to be crystal (etc.) 
controlled.] 

8. There can be multiple active listeners on the bus. (Listen 
commands are additive, as needed, multiple devices can be addressed to 
listen. To remove a selected listener, a special 11Unlisten" command is sent 
to globally deselect all listeners.) 

9. An interrupt mechanism must be available which 
circumvents the needs to poll devices that need service. (Since the bus is 
relatively slow, the interrupt latency time in a polled environment is long. 
The ability to interrupt the master for service is important.) 

10. There shall eiist a mechanism that sends a unique 
message that puts all devices on the bus into the command (reset) mode. 
(This is important if for some reason the bus gets 11hung".) 

11. There should be a minimum number of "time-outs" 
needed on the bus. The only needed time out should be to time out a 
non-responsive talker. (Timers are ugly, but waiting for a dead device is 
uglier.) 

12. Hand-off of the bus from the master to a talker, or from 
the master to another master must be without bus contention. [Contentions 
hurt output drivers and are noisey. The pullup of the bus if it is actively 
driven must go tristate when inactive on the bus.) 
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Commands: 
- - .. ~-. 

There are two major command groups; basic commands and 
advanced commands. All devices on the bus shall understand at least one 
oommand in the_basic group and optionally understand commands in the 
advanced group. 

BASIC Coaaand Group: 

There are two commands in this group; T AL[ and LISTBN. 

device address 

resister address 

----------- coaaand 

--~~~~~~~~~~ I 

Note that the MSB of all commands is set to "1". Only the bus master has 
the ability to drive the MSB of any transaction on the bus to a "1 ". 
Conversely, all data transactions have the MSB set to "O". The bus master 
as well as any other device on the bus has the ability to set the MSB to "O". 

The ne1t two bits form the command: "11" for TALI: and "1 O" for LISTBN. 
All devices on the bus must obey at least one of these commands. 
Keyboards, numeric keypads and mice as a minimum must respond to the 
"00" TALI: command. When a device is addressed to TALI:, it must 
respond before being timed out by the host. This timeout as suggested by 
APG might be in the range or 200us. (This is reasonable for devices that 
are microcomputer based. The GI PIC series of processors that APG will 
use e1ecutes an instruction in appro1imately 2us.] The selected device 
then bec:Omes active on the bus, performs its nine bit transaction then 
unselects itself and goes inactive on the bus. Thus talk commands transfer 
only a single byte at a time and a new TALI: command must be issued to 
read the neit byte. 

When a device is addressed to LISTBN, it is enabled to accept data 
transaction from the host or other bus device. Multiple devices can be 
addressed to LISTIN simultaneously. This is done by sending multiple 
LISTBN commands to different listen addresses. Devices that are 
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addressed to LISTIN remain listeners until either specifically commanded 
to "uftlisten" by issuing a LISTBN commllld to reserved listen address 15 
(which unlittens all devices that are listeners), or addressed to TAU 
(devices camiot be simultaneously a talker llld a listener.) As Ill example: 

LISTBN 7 
LISTBN I~ 
TALl 2 
(data byte) 
TALI: 2 
(data byte) 
LISTBN I~ 
LISTBN 1~ 
(data byte) 
(data byte) 

:device 7 commanded to listen 
:devices 7 and 14 both commlllded to listen 
:device 2 commanded to send a byte or timeout 
:sent by device 2 received by devices 7, 14 and master 
:send another byte 
:another byte from device 2 
:unlisten command 
:turn on device 14 to listen again 
:sent by bus master to device 14 
:ditto 
:etc 

The next field is a two bit register address field. This field, which is 
optional, allows a specific register within. an addressed device to be 
specified. An example of where this might be used is to differentiate a 
data register (in a keyboard, the specific keystroke) from a 
status/configuration register (in a keyboard, a response that signifies the 
model of the keyboard). Finally there is a four bit device address field 
which specifies the address of the selected device. These addresses range 
from 0 - 14. Address 15 is the uftlisten address for LISTBN commands 
and the TALI: alias address of the present bus master. 

Advanced Com.m.aad Group: 

There are four commands in this group; PASS (bus mastership), 
BNABLB (interrupt), DISABLB (interrupt) and IDBNTIFY. There are 
also four reserved commands for future expansion. 

I I I I I I I I I I 
L ~device addreH 

--------- coam.and 

--------00 

---------------------- 1 

Note that the MSB of these commands is again set to "1 ". The defined 
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advanced commands have the next two bits set to "00". 

The PASS command is used to pass bus mastership from the present bus 
master to a new bus master. Once bus mastership is relinquished, the old 
bus master behaves as any other device on the bus, and loses the ability to , 
drive the MSB tQ "1" {loses the ability to send commands). The PASS 
command has its command bits set to "11 ". 

The next three commands deal with the ability oC devices on the bus to 
interrupt the bus master. This is useful in systems where the interrupt 
response time in a polled system is longer than desired. BNABLB allows 
selected devices to signal an interrupt on the bus, or conversely DISABLB 
selectively inhibits the signalling of an interrupt. When an enabled device 
signals an interrupt, the bus master may not know which device has 
signalled. This is because multiple devices may be enabled simultaneously. 
(Thus the command is additive, enabling one device does not disable any 
previously enabled device.) An IDBHTIPY command may be issued to 
request that the interrupting device talk and send its address as a data 
transaction. 

"00" BNABLB 
"O 1" DISABLB 
"10" IDBHTIFY 
"11" PASS 

The PASS command has the property that it globally disables all devices. 
They must be explicitly re-enabled by the new bus master. BNABLB and 
DISABLB require that the address of the desired device be specified. The 
range is 0 - 14. Address 15 is a reserved address for the DISABLB 
command and serves as a global disable. The IDBHTIPY does not require 
an address to be specified, the address field in the instruction is a "don't 
care''. 

To allow for future expansion of the command structure, a group of "place 
holder" RBSBRVBD instructions has been defined. These instructions shall 
be treated as no-ops. 
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Command syntu: 

TALI. 1 11 R1Ro A3A2A1Ao 
LISTEN 1 10 R1Ro A3A2A1Ao 
BNABLB 1 00 00 A3A2A1Ao 
DISABLB 1 00 01 A3AzA1Ao 
IDBNTIPY 1 00 10 xxxx 
PASS 1 00 11 A3AzA1Ao 
RBSBllVBD l 01 xx xxxx 
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